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1. GENERAL

1.01 This section describes the peripheral unit controller (PUC) when used with the No. 1 or the No. 1A Electronic Switching Systems (ESS). The PUC (J1A098B-1) is a universal microprocessor controller which provides control of certain frames of equipment. For example, the PUC controls the digital carrier trunk (DCT) frame and data link information for the Remote Switching System (RSS), electronic tandem switching (ETS), and common channel interoffice signaling (CCIS).

1.02 This section is reissued for the reasons listed below. Revision arrows are used to emphasize the more significant changes. Equipment Test Lists are not affected.

(1) Add information related to the scanner answer memory

(2) Add information for internal buses

(3) Add information related to the power bus and control

(4) Add information related to the peripheral unit parity feature

(5) Add information related to the digroup buffer circuit.

1.03 Abbreviations used in this section are listed in Part 8.

1.04 The PUC mounts in a standard universal trunk frame and is 24 inches high. It is a self-contained, pluggable unit, equipped with its own power supplies, control panel, and fusing. The PUC is used in a one bay frame for the data link (DL) application and a three-bay frame for the DCT application (Fig. 1).

2. PERIPHERAL UNIT CONTROLLER

2.01 Orders and signaling information are sent to the PUC via the peripheral unit address bus (PUAB) and central pulse distributor (CPD) (Fig. 2). The communication loop is completed with the response messages returned to the ESS on the scanner answer bus (SCAB). The peripheral bus circuit contains the bus receivers and drivers. Operational orders and maintenance orders are sent to the PUC, and either by command or timing are acted upon with a reply message returned via the SCAB. The reply messages contain operations completed, maintenance data, error alarms, and audit reports.

2.02 Each PUC frame in an ESS office requires 44 unipolar and 12 bipolar CPD points plus 24 scan points of which 20 are direct and 4 supervisory.

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLER

2.03 A PUC frame consists of two identical microprocessor based controllers. In normal operation both controllers run in a matched mode (DUPLEX) executing identical instruction streams. Controllers are synchronized by means of a shared clock. Each controller receives orders from the ESS and executes the commands. The processing is performed and outputs are matched, but only the controller designated as active outputs to the system. In case of a failure the other controller would be configured to be the output device. The controller hardware is mounted on plug-in circuit packs which insert into two shelves with the power bus and converters as a part of the PUC. The bus interface units are mounted in a third shelf at the top of the PUC.

2.04 Each PUC controller (Fig. 3) consists of four functional areas—the ESS/PUC interface, hardcore, memory, and the PUC/peripheral interface.

A. Interface

2.05 The ESS/PUC interface consists of a mode and enable (MEN) circuit, a first in-first out (FIFO) buffer, and a scanner answer memory (SCAM).
Fig. 1—Peripheral Unit Controller/Data Link and Digital Carrier Trunk Frames
Fig. 2—Interface Bus Circuit
LEGEND:
CP - CENTRAL PROCESSOR
DMA - DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS
FIFO - FIRST IN FIRST OUT
HCM - HARDCORE MATCHER
IOD - INPUT OUTPUT DECODER
IOM - INPUT OUTPUT MATCHER
MEN - MODE AND ENABLE
SCAM - SCANNER ANSWER MEMORY
RAM - RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
ROM - READ ONLY MEMORY

Fig. 3—Peripheral Unit Controller Block Diagram
2.06 The MEN circuit allows the ESS to monitor and control the maintenance states of the controller, enable the FIFO buffer, and monitor the controller for failures. It also controls the out-of-service lamps on the power and alarm control unit.

2.07 The MEN circuit contains a set of mode flip-flops which allows the ESS to control and monitor the maintenance states of the associated PUC controller. These flip-flops are called master, lockout, scanner answer bus access, and divorce. Master flip-flops are duplicated and matched for reliability. When both master flip-flops are set, the associated controller has access to the peripheral units. In addition to ESS control, the PUC hardcore may also change the state of the master flip-flops. When the lockout flip-flop is set, the hardcore is prevented from changing the master flip-flops. When the scanner answer bus access flip-flop is set, the PUC controller has access to the scanner answer bus thus allowing the associated SCAM to return data to the ESS. When the divorce flip-flop is set, the enable inputs to the FIFO buffer are inhibited and no ESS orders are input to the FIFO buffer.

2.08 The FIFO buffer enable circuit receives enables from the ESS and produces the necessary signals to load the FIFO buffer from the PUAB.

2.09 The MEN circuit contains four failure flip-flops controlled by the hardcore plus scanner drivers which allow the ESS to monitor the state of the failure flip-flops. These flip-flops may be reset by the ESS or PUC. Internal fault flip-flops are set when any fault in the controller processor is detected by hardware. There is one internal fault flip-flop for each of the two controller processors contained in the hardware. The SCAM failure flip-flop is set when the hardware detects any fault in the SCAM. The hardcore failure flip-flop is set when a mismatch between hardcores is detected.

2.10 The FIFO buffer, also called the data input FIFO buffer (DIF), consists of a memory with the control circuitry required to make it a first in-first out queue. ESS orders are input to the FIFO buffer from the PUAB. The FIFO buffer is controlled by the ESS via the MEN circuit. The ESS orders are unloaded periodically by the hardcore. The hardcore controls the FIFO buffer using the DIF controller (DIFC) circuit. The ESS sends a 24-bit word to be loaded but the PUC hardcore unloads them in 8-bit words.

2.11 Sixteen-bit reply and maintenance messages are sent from the hardcore to the SCAM. The SCAM consists of random access memory (RAM) which temporarily stores data. The ESS sends enable signals and addresses to return data via the SCAB. The SCAM controller (SCAMC) controls the loading and unloading of the SCAM.

2.12 The SCAM circuitry returns a 16-bit data word, an all seems well (ASW) bit, a parity bit, and a check bit back to the ESS over the SCAB. The ASW bit is used to indicate that the scanner circuit has functioned properly and that the information being sent to the ESS CC is correct. The parity and the check bit are returned for the PUP feature (paragraph 4.06).

B. Hardcore

2.13 The controller hardcore consists of two central processors (CPs) and associated memory. A hardcore matcher is also included.

2.14 The central processor is a BELLMAC*-8 microprocessor. This microprocessor runs on a program contained in its read only memory (ROM).

2.15 The hardcore memory consists of RAM and ROM for each individual central processor. The RAM stores transient data for the processor. The ROM is in the form of erasable programmable read only memory (EPROM). This memory stores the program for the processor and can only be read. The EPROM is used so that the circuit pack can be reused if a program change is made (see paragraph 4.09).

2.16 The hardcore matcher (HCM) compares the two central processor outputs for fault detection.

C. Controller Memory

2.17 The controller memory consists of RAM, a direct memory access (DMA), and ROM. The RAM is used to store transient data associated with the controller. The DMA is used to update the RAM of a controller which is being brought back in service. The DMA copies the RAM contents of the active controller into the RAM of the controller being initialized. The ROM is in the form of EPROM and is programmed with application firmware.

*Trademark
D. Internal Buses

2.18 The internal PUC bus system consists of an address bus, data bus, and control bus. The address bus is used to communicate the address of memory locations for read and write operations. The data bus consists of eight data bits and one even parity bit. The bus is bidirectional and the direction of data transfer is determined by the system’s read and write control signals. The control bus communicates control signals and fault indications.

E. Peripheral Interface

2.19 The PUC/peripheral interface consists of an input-output decoder (IOD) and an input-output matcher (IOM).

2.20 The IOD decodes commands from the PUC to be used by the peripheral circuits. It also sends enables to the line interface units used for DL applications. The IOM compares certain outputs of the controllers before being sent out to the peripheral units.

POWER BUS AND CONTROL

2.21 The power is provided to converter packs located on the right side of the shelf for DCT and below the PUC for the DL application. Distribution of +5 and +12 volts to the circuit packs is handled by the converters and regulators (Fig. 4). Power indicators and manual switches are provided on the control panel (Fig. 5). Test jacks are provided to measure power levels at the panel. The PUC controllers are supplied by a separate power bus for reliability. This arrangement allows one controller to be removed for maintenance with no interruption of power to the other controller.

2.22 Only one of the two PUC controllers or data buses can be taken out of service at any time. This is accomplished by the system and can be requested manually by maintenance personnel or automatically requested due to faults detected by the system. The manual request is made via the teletype or by operating the REQ INH key on the PUC power alarm control unit (Fig. 5). The out-of-service lamp will light when the system takes the controller out of service for any reason. The actual removal of power can only be done manually at the PUC power and alarm control unit by operating the appropriate OFF key for either the controller or data bus circuit. The power removal and restoral procedure is contained in Section 231-105-302.

3. OPERATION

3.01 The PUC is a general purpose, microprocessor based controller. The operation of the PUC is different for the different applications depending on the application firmware. However, there are some operations which remain the same for different applications such as the maintenance operations for the microprocessors. For all applications, the PUC operates autonomously using its own timing clock. The PUC receives information from the ESS but acts on the information at the appropriate time in the PUC’s program cycle. Returning data from the PUC is accomplished by normal scan orders.

4. MAINTENANCE CAPABILITIES

4.01 The maintenance functions of the PUC may be classified as follows:

- Fault detection and location
- Reconfiguration and recovery.

4.02 Fault detection and location is achieved through hardware fault detection circuits (matching circuits, parity checks, etc), and by frequent self-diagnostic tests.

4.03 The PUC has two controllers—one active and one standby—that normally run in a duplex mode fully synchronized and continuously matched to each other. Each controller contains two microprocessors. Each controller is self-checking, using its own internal diagnostic routines, and the microprocessor’s outputs are simultaneously matched to detect faults in the instruction sequence. Faults not detected internally by the microprocessors will be recognized (within microseconds) by the mismatch. This mismatch triggers a diagnostic. Matching is performed on two levels: between the two PUC controller outputs and internally in the hardcore modules. There are also automatically run background diagnostics built into the firmware. Most of the maintenance firmware resides in the HC ROM. Some maintenance firmware is in the controller ROM.

4.04 Reconfiguration of controllers is automatically done if the active controller is determined faulty. The reconfigured operation would put
the other controller in the active state. If both controllers are diagnosed to have faults, the active controller will continue to output data and signaling for system operation while the out-of-service controller runs diagnostics. The ESS monitors the PUC diagnostics and may request certain diagnostics. The ESS also has ultimate CPD control and can reconfigure the PUC contrary to the PUC controllers. Teletypewriter (TTY) messages indicating PUC faults are output at the time of occurrence via PUC error messages. These faults may be transient in nature causing no reconfiguration or may be hard faults which cause the PUC to reconfigure as part of a recovery action. Controller states are automatically changed by the system to the preferred state; however, they may be changed by maintenance personnel using TTY input messages (IM1A001 or IM6A001). See Table A for the valid PUC states.

**PERIPHERAL UNIT PARITY**

Peripheral unit parity (PUP) is a maintenance feature which provides parity checking on the SCAB associated with the PUC. The PUP feature requires two additional bits on the duplicated SCAB. One bit is a parity bit which is pulsed whenever the parity over the 16 data bits is even. The other bit is a parity check request bit which is pulsed whenever the PUC identifies itself as a circuit. Pulsing the parity check request bit causes the central control (CC) and signal processor (SP) to check the parity of the 16 data bits and the parity check bit. If the parity check indicates an error, a maintenance interrupt will occur to call in the recovery programs to resolve the problem. Also, an associated interrupt printout message informs the maintenance personnel of the trouble condition that occurred. The CCs and SPs compute the parity of the SCAB without the parity

---

**Legend:**

DC = DIRECT CURRENT  
V = VOLT  
W = WATT  

**Fig. 4 — Power Distribution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTROLLER 0</th>
<th>CONTROLLER 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55 - 80W @ + 5V ± 5%</td>
<td>55 - 80W @ + 5V ± 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1W @ + 12V ± 9%</td>
<td>1W @ + 12V ± 9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legend:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC = DIRECT CURRENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V = VOLT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W = WATT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 55 - 80W @ + 5V ± 5%  
- 1W @ + 12V ± 9%  

- +5V  
- +12V  
- +24V  
- -48V  

- 131 F1 OR 132 AB  
- SERIES REGULATOR  

- CC  
- SP  

PK-1A473 is a tutorial and reference manual on how to use the PUC diagnostics in a No. 1 ESS.
Fig. 5—Power and Alarm Control Unit
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE NAME (NOTE)</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION OF STATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE:STBY-SUPPORT</td>
<td>The PUC is running matched between controllers. Both controllers receive all orders from ESS but only the defined ACTIVE controller sends orders to shared periphery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE:OS-OFF-LINE</td>
<td>The controller designated ACTIVE performs the operational function of the PUC while the OS-OFF-LINE controller is being used by maintenance programs for testing (diagnostics). The OS-OFF-LINE controller will be automatically returned to service if a fault occurs on the active controller.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE:OS-MANUAL</td>
<td>The controller designated ACTIVE performs the operational functions of the PUC while the OS-MANUAL controller is available for maintenance and test programs. The OS-MANUAL controller will be returned to service if a fault occurs (ERR-ANALYSIS) in the ACTIVE controller.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE:OS-FAULT</td>
<td>The controller designated ACTIVE performs the operational functions of the PUC while the OS-FAULT controller has been diagnosed to have a fault. The OS-FAULT controller will be returned to service (ACT-MR) if the ACTIVE controller fails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE:OS-RMVD</td>
<td>The ACTIVE controller performs the operational functions of the PUC while the OS-RMVD controller, having a possible fault, is being diagnosed. Upon completion of diagnostics the OS-RMVD controller moves to the appropriate permanent state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE:UNAV-FORCED</td>
<td>While the ACTIVE controller is operational, the UNAV-FORCED controller has, by maintenance personnel action, been removed from automatic system use. The UNAV-FORCED controller is left in a maintenance access mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT-MR:OS-FAULT</td>
<td>Both controllers are known to be faulty. The ACT-MR is used for operation with all fault detection turned off. The OS-FAULT controller, also known to have a fault, is locked out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT-MR:OS-RMVD</td>
<td>Both controllers have failed. The ACT-MR controller is known to be faulty, but is used for operation with all fault detection turned off. The OS-RMVD controller, also having failed, is awaiting execution and completion of the diagnostic to move to a permanent state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT-MR:UNAV-FORCED</td>
<td>The ACTIVE controller has failed while the support controller (UNAV-FORCED) is unavailable to the system. All maintenance is removed from the active controller (ACT-MR). The UNAV-FORCED controller was removed from system use by maintenance personnel action and will remain so until future maintenance personnel action is taken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE:OS-PWR-OFF</td>
<td>The ACTIVE controller performs the operational functions of the PUC. The OS-PWR-OFF controller has power removed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-OFF:PWR-OFF</td>
<td>Both controllers have power removed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE A (Contd)

VALID PERIPHERAL UNIT CONTROLLER OVERALL STATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE NAME (NOTE)</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION OF STATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACT-MR: OS-PWR-OFF</td>
<td>The designated ACT-MR has a fault but attempts to perform the operational function of the PUC. The second controller has power off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE: OS-PWR-OFF</td>
<td>(Last state return). The OS-PWR-OFF controller has power off. After power is restored, it will return to the OS state it was in prior to power removal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT-MR: OS-PWR-OFF</td>
<td>(Last state return). The ACT-MR controller attempts to perform the operational function for the PUC. The second controller has power off but will return to the OS state in which it resided prior to power removal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The first state name is defining one controller and the second state name (after the colon) is defining the second controller.

check bit and match the results. This parity match provides more immediate detection of certain classes of PUC troubles before they result in C-level interrupts. In addition to the 16 data bits and the 2 PUP bits there is an all seems well (ASW) bit on the SCAB.

4.07 The hardware modifications required to install the PUP feature in a No. 1 ESS office consists of a central control circuit SD-1A105 and a communication bus circuit SD-1A119. The central control circuit equips the CC for communications with the peripheral units. The communication bus circuit provides for maintenance of the peripheral unit bus and improves maintenance of the peripheral addressing system. Additional hardware changes required when the PUP feature is used in an SP office consists of a signal processor circuit SD-1A131. This circuit allows the signal processor to serve as a buffer between the CC and the input/output equipment.

4.08 When the PUP feature is used with the No. 1A ESS, wiring changes are required on the SD-5A010-01/02 central control circuit and the SD-5A014-01 peripheral processor interface circuit. In addition to these modified processor units, the communication bus circuit SD-1A119 must also be modified to provide maintenance of the peripheral unit bus and to improve maintenance of the peripheral addressing system.

FIRMWARE UPDATING

4.09 Firmware used in the PUC consists of software programmed into erasable programmable read only memory (EPROM). The EPROM consists of integrated circuits mounted on circuit packs installed in the PUC frame. It has the capability of being erased and reprogrammed when a program change occurs.

4.10 The prompt remotely operated memory update system (PROMUS*) is used to reprogram the PUC firmware. The PROMUS unit has the capability to erase, reprogram, and verify EPROM.

4.11 A basic PROMUS unit is capable of simultaneously programming two circuit packs and erasing one. The basic unit can be expanded by adding programming and erase modules to program a total of eight and to erase a total of six circuit packs.

4.12 The PROMUS units are located at centralized programming sites where the circuits are reprogrammed and shipped to the telephone company.

4.13 The update process begins with an information-only broadcast warning message (BWM)

*Trademark
sent over the software change administration and notification system (SCANS). The appropriate circuit packs are then reprogrammed and shipped.

5. DIGITAL CARRIER TRUNK APPLICATION

5.01 The PUC/DCT application (Fig. 6) provides call processing and channel multiplexing for up to 480 T1-channels (24 channels in each of 20 digroups) per DCT frame. The PUC is mounted in the center bay of a three-bay DCT frame. Shelf locations and circuit pack FG numbers are indicated in Fig. 7. Voltage regulators and power distribution units are mounted on the right-hand side of the shelves. The power and alarm control unit is located directly under controller 0 on a separate panel. Levels 66 and 74 slots 20 through 29 are special application circuit packs for DCT. One FG67 circuit pack is required for each digroup appearing in the DCT frame. The DCT application firmware resides in the CPU hardcore.

5.02 The DCT application firmware resides in the controller memory in the form of ROM. There are several PUC functions associated with the DCT application firmware. These functions include interfacing the No. 1/1A ESS CC with digroups and combined channel units (CCU), directing changes in signaling states, and summarizing and reporting changes in supervisory states. The PUC generates and receives dial pulse digits and revertive pulse digits.

5.03 The active PUC controller receives and translates relatively high-level CC orders into primitive control signals necessary to interface with the wired-logic digroup controllers. Call processing orders for the PUC/DCT are loaded in standard ESS peripheral order buffers (POBs). The orders are sent from the ESS to the PUC/DCT frame over the PUAB. The orders are in the form of 23-bit words. The orders are stored in a first in-first out buffer until the PUC's microprocessors are ready to execute them. This first in-first out buffer is called a data input first in-first out buffer (DIF). A DIF controller (DIFC) is used to control the loading and unloading of the buffer.

5.04 The SCAM has a 64-row and 16-column scanner configuration. The DCT application uses two scanners.

5.05 The PUC circuit unique to the DCT application is called a digroup buffer circuit (Fig. 7). This circuit consists of two 32-word FIFO buffers. The words consist of eight data bits and one even parity indicator. One FIFO buffer for input and the other is used for output. The input FIFO buffer stores orders and data destined for the digroup controller in the channel bank. The output FIFO buffer stores data concerning trunk and digroup controller states. One digroup buffer is required for each digroup equipped.

5.06 The DCT program cycle (Fig. 8) operates on a 10 millisecond interrupt from a clock. After initialization, the change reports from the digroup buffers are processed. The program then unloads an order from the FIFO buffer to load it into a hopper in the RAM. The BELLMAC-8 microprocessor decodes the order type, stores the order in the proper hopper for execution and sets an execution flag. The program terminates unloading of the FIFO buffer if the hoppers fill or if a high priority PUC maintenance order is found.

5.07 If there is a maintenance order which requires reconfiguration, the program will stop execution until the next program cycle. If there are no maintenance orders or they are low priority, the program continues. Timing list execution involves processing the information in each pulsing state register (PSR) on the list.

5.08 Executing orders on trunks involves processing state changes from ESS POE orders, checking the consistency of the states, and changing the state of the CCU. Orders to assign or release a link between a PSR and an ESS call register may also be executed. The program may also process digit output orders for outgoing calls on dial pulse or revertive pulse trunks. The program now services digroup buffers again until a necessary real time break for timing or output occurs. If there is enough time remaining, some background work may be done. This includes circuit diagnostics, data structure audits, translation updates from the ESS, and carrier facility monitoring (error rate counts). The program will start over when the 10 millisecond interrupt occurs.

5.09 The DCT firmware programs provide the capability of receiving, interpreting, and executing trunk state control and signaling orders from the ESS central control. In addition, it will process supervision and signaling (dial pulse, revertive pulse, and multifrequency) based on information from the digroup controllers. The programs also contain audits to keep all the data structure sane and intact.
Fig. 6—Peripheral Unit Controller/Digital Carrier Trunk Block Diagram
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Fig. 7—Peripheral Unit Controller—Digital Carrier Trunk Circuit Pack Layout
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Fig. 8—Peripheral Unit Controller Program Cycle for Digital Carrier Trunk
The firmware consists of a main program, modules called directly by the main, and subroutine modules. The main program initializes the program cycle when it is entered.

DATA STRUCTURES

5.10 Data structures are blocks of memory used by the DCT firmware programs to store and retrieve data for various operations. Some of the data structures are in RAM where data may be stored. Other data structures are in ROM where data can only be read.

A. Digroup Register

5.11 Each DCT digroup has one digroup register (DR) assigned to it. This register occupies 16 eight-bit bytes of the SCAM in a fixed location. The data in this register is used to keep track of the digroup error history and maintain a communication link with the combined channel units (CCUs) plugged into the digroup. The DR contains the message being processed from the digroup buffer circuit, status and alarm bits, and error counts.

B. Trunk Register

5.12 There is one trunk register (TR) for each CCU. Each TR occupies 4 eight-bit bytes of SCAM. The first byte of the TR contains the trunk status. The second byte contains ordered trunk state changes which have not been completed and process markers which indicate that a trunk state change was detected and is being processed. The third byte contains translation data for the trunk which gets pumped up periodically by the ESS. The fourth byte contains either a link to a PSR or a progress marker when the trunk is active on a call. When the BELLMAC-8 microprocessor receives an order from a POB, the TR is checked to see if it is a valid order.

C. Pulsing State Register

5.13 The PSRs are used for storing and processing data on trunks which are in the transient state. The PSR is attached to the TR during digit pulsing. These registers are used for timing and counting dial pulses and revertive pulses. They are also used for wink detection on operator trunks. The PSR contains the digits received from or to be transmitted to the connected office, the link index to the ESS call register, and address pointers to timing lists. The PSR also contains the trunk state ordered by the ESS and the state of current PSR activity. Each PSR uses 22 eight-bit bytes of memory.

D. Timing Structures

5.14 Each timing list has a four-byte headcell which forms the pointers to the first and last registers on that particular list. There are three types of timing lists which are relatively short, medium, or long in time.

E. Order Hopper

5.15 The order hopper receives the orders read out by the FIFO buffer. All of the orders in the FIFO buffer are unloaded during each 10 millisecond program cycle. The order hopper provides for four POB orders and eleven non-POB orders. Only four POB orders can come in during one cycle, so there is no possibility of overflow. If more than eleven non-POB orders are received, the firmware program will begin executing the orders starting with the POB orders first.

F. Link Table

5.16 The link table serves as a translator to convert the link number used by the ESS call processing programs to a PSR number. The PSR number is an index into the memory blocks of PSRs.

G. Firmware Counts

5.17 Firmware counts are maintained on various events which indicate the status of the PUC. For example, counts are kept on the number of times a TR audit completed and the number of times that the PUC failed to seize a PSR at a time that one was required. These counts are kept in a 32-byte dedicated memory block. The ESS CC can request that the counts be reported through the message buffer upon demand. The CC is responsible for getting the counts out of the PUC and for resetting them.

H. Parameters

5.18 The PUC application program for DCT requires parameters to do certain types of timing. These parameters are pumped up from the CC periodically. They are stored in a dedicated memory block named PARAM. This memory block is 16 bytes long.
SECTION 231-037-020

I. Digroup Buffers in Service

5.19 The PUC maintenance programs require an indication of which digroup buffer circuits are in service. This block of memory consists of three bytes with each bit (0-19) assigned to one digroup buffer circuit. If the circuit is in service, the bit is set to a one. Four bits are not used and must be zero.

J. Address Block

5.20 This block of memory contains the parameters used most frequently during a given call. The first two bytes of the address block hold the flag bits which indicate parameters in the block are present. The block includes such parameters as the trunk circuit number, internal trunk number, and pulsing state register number. The digroup, trunk, and PSR pointers are also included.

K. Conversion Tables for Trunk and Channel Numbers

5.21 The ESS refers to trunks numbered from 0-119, 128-247, 256-375, and 384-503. In each quadrant, the trunks are numbered in the order of their physical position in the channel banks. The internal representation of the channel numbers in the DCT uses the numbering scheme employed by the digroup controller unit. The first channel is 4, the last channel is 27, the increment from one channel to the next is 4, and the sequence wraps around when the next value would exceed 27. In order to provide a quick way to convert between the two numbering schemes, these tables, stored in ROM, are provided.

L. Conversion Tables for State Designations

5.22 These tables are provided to convert between the state designations used in orders from the central control and the designations employed by the channel bank hardware.

M. Miscellaneous Data Tables

5.23 These are tables of constants required for miscellaneous functions in the DCT operational programs.

INPUT FORMAT

5.24 Peripheral order buffer orders from the ESS CC are sent over the PUAB and written into the FIFO buffer. The orders are in two general forms: DCT application operational orders and DCT application maintenance orders.

5.25 The DCT input application operational orders all follow the general form shown in Fig. 9. These orders are distinguished from the maintenance orders by the maintenance order indicator in bit 17. This bit is always set to zero for DCT application operational orders.

5.26 The general form of the DCT application maintenance order is shown in Fig. 10. A one in bit position 17 indicates that the order is a maintenance order and not an operational order.

OUTPUT FORMAT

5.27 Messages from the PUC/DCT are unloaded from the SCAM and transmitted over the scanner answer bus to the ESS. These messages consist of 16-bit words called DCT application operational messages and DCT application maintenance messages.

5.28 The DCT output application operational orders follow the general form shown in Fig. 11. These messages are distinguished from maintenance messages by the maintenance indicator (bit position 15). This bit is zero for all operational messages.

5.29 The DCT application maintenance messages are in two forms, a single word message and a multiple word message. They are both 16-bit words with the maintenance indicator in bit position 15 set to a one. Figure 12 shows the general form of a single word maintenance message. Figure 13 gives the general form of the multiple word maintenance message.

DIGROUP ORDERS AND MESSAGES

5.30 Communication with the digroup controller unit (DCU) takes place over a serial channel implemented on the digroup buffer circuit pack. The serial channel is asynchronous at approximately 20,000 bits per second. The general format of the 8-bit data values exchanged between the PUC program and the digroup buffer/digroup controller is shown in Fig. 14.

6. DATA LINK APPLICATION

6.01 The peripheral unit controller/data link (PUC/DL) is a particular application of the
PUC. It is designed to serve as a general purpose DL controller for several projects requiring a DL from ESS central office. The PUC/DL provides an interface between a No. 1/1A ESS central office and up to 16 bidirectional DLs. The RSS interface is described in Section 231-037-022. The ETS interface is described in Section 231-037-023. The CCIS interface is described in Section 231-037-025.

6.02 The PUC/DL feature is available with the 1E6 and later generic programs for No. 1 ESS and 1AE6 and later generic programs for No. 1A ESS. The PUC/DL feature is addressed in Section 231-090-062.

6.03 The PUC/DL application program receives and sends data to the CC and selects 1 of 16 possible DLs for transmission. The PUC is mounted in the top section of a single bay frame (Fig. 1). Shelf locations and circuit pack FG numbers are indicated in Fig. 15. The power and fuse unit is mounted below the PUC/DL unit. Directly below the power and fuse unit is the power and alarm control unit. Levels 66 and 74 slots 22 through 44 are special application circuit packs for DLs termed line interface units (LIUs). One LIU is required for each DL equipped. LIUs are different for the various DL applications. Data link application firmware resides in the controller memory in the form of ROM.

6.04 Data exchanged between the No. 1/1A ESS and PUC/DL consists of application information and maintenance information. The insertion and deletion of protocol words and any necessary error recovery actions are handled within the PUC/DL.

6.05 Communication from the ESS to the PUC/DL comes through the input FIFO buffer memory (Fig. 16). Three byte data words are read from the FIFO.

6.06 Data is passed to the ESS from the PUC/DL by writing it into the SCAM. The SCAM is a specified address range of the PUC/DLs' read/write memory. The ESS has read-only access to these locations where they are treated as a sequence of scanner rows. This data is passed over the SCAB. Data links are accessed through the I/O decoder.

---

**BIT POSITIONS**

| 22 | 21 | 20 | 19 | 18 | 17 | 16 | 15 | 14 | 13 | 12 | 11 | 10 | 9 | 8 | 7 | 6 | 5 | 4 | 3 | 2 | 1 | 0 |
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| COM | * | D1 | M | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |

COM - COMMAND CODE. THIS THREE BIT FIELD SPECIFIES THE TYPE OF OPERATION REQUIRED BY THE ORDER.

001 - STATE CHANGE ORDER FOR A TRUNK.

010 - DIGIT OUT ORDER FOR OUTPULSING ON A TRUNK.

011 - LINK ORDER FOR ASSOCIATING A LINK BETWEEN A PSR IN THE PUC AND AN ESS CALL REGISTER.

101 - DETECT STPS (START PULSING SIGNAL) ORDER, USED TO INFORM THE PUC ABOUT START PULSING FOR A TRUNK.

D1 AND D2 - DATA ASSOCIATED WITH THE SPECIFIC ORDER TYPE INDICATED BY THE COMMAND CODE.

M - MAINTENANCE ORDER INDICATOR. THIS BIT IS ALWAYS ZERO FOR OCT OPERATIONAL ORDERS.

* - THIS BIT IS NOT USED. IT MUST BE ZERO DUE TO INTERACTIONS WITH CERTAIN ESS PROGRAMS.

Fig. 9—Digital Carrier Trunk Input Operational Orders, General Form
### BIT POSITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22-21</td>
<td>PR, AP, DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-18</td>
<td>HOP, M, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-15</td>
<td>M, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-12</td>
<td>M, MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PR** - Priority Indicator. Must equal 0 (low priority) for application maintenance orders.

**AP** - Application Order Indicator for low priority maintenance orders.

**HOP** - The high order 3 bits of the operation code of the order.

**M** - Maintenance Order Indicator. A one in this bit position always occurs for maintenance orders.

**L** - The low order bit of the operation code of the order.

**DATA** - The data associated with the particular order type indicated by the operation code.

---

**Fig. 10**—Digital Carrier Trunk Input Maintenance Order, General Form

### BIT POSITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22-21</td>
<td>PR, AP, DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-18</td>
<td>HOP, M, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-15</td>
<td>M, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-12</td>
<td>M, MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**M** - Maintenance Indicator. This bit is 0 for all application operational messages.

**MT** - Message Type Indicator.  
- 001 - Digit Received Message.  
- 010 - Terminating Revertive Pulse Report Message.  
- 011 - SXS Fast Reesizure Message.  
- 100 - SXS Prepulse Message.  
- 110 - Wink Detected Message for Inband Operator Trunk Signaling.  
- 111 - General Reply Message.

**DATA** - Data depending on the message type.

---

**Fig. 11**—Digital Carrier Trunk Output Operational Messages, General Form
BIT POSITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MW</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DATA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M - MAINTENANCE INDICATOR. THIS BIT IS ONE FOR ALL MAINTENANCE MESSAGES.

MX - MULTI-WORD MESSAGE INDICATOR. THIS BIT IS ZERO FOR SINGLE WORD MESSAGES.

P - PUC MESSAGE INDICATOR. THIS BIT IS ZERO FOR APPLICATION MAINTENANCE MESSAGES.

DATA - THE CONTENTS OF THIS 13 BIT FIELD ARE THE DATA FOR THE MESSAGE.

Fig. 12—Single Word Digital Carrier Trunk Output Maintenance Message, General Form

BIT POSITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MW</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>TY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HEADER WORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DATA WORD(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M - MAINTENANCE MESSAGE INDICATOR. THIS BIT WILL BE ONE FOR ALL MESSAGES IN THIS CLASS.

MW - MULTI-WORD MESSAGE INDICATOR. THIS BIT WILL BE ONE FOR ALL MESSAGES IN THIS CLASS.

P - PUC MESSAGE INDICATOR. THIS BIT WILL BE ZERO FOR ALL MESSAGES IN THIS CLASS, SINCE THEY ARE ALL APPLICATION MAINTENANCE MESSAGES.

LN - THE LENGTH INDICATOR. THE VALUE OF LN WILL BE TWO LESS THAN THE TOTAL MESSAGE LENGTH INCLUDING THE HEADER.

TY - TYPE. THIS EIGHT BIT FIELD SPECIFIES THE TYPE OF MESSAGE.

* - THIS BIT IS NOT ASSIGNED.

Fig. 13—Multiple Word Digital Carrier Trunk Output Maintenance Message, General Form
6.07 The PUC/DL firmware consists of common routines and protocol blocks (Fig. 17). Common routines can be used with different types of DLs. They are involved in functions such as the input of data, timing, and audits. The link dependent operations are taken care of within the protocol blocks. A protocol block is a group of subroutines designed to take data from a buffer in memory and dispatch it on a link following the rules of a specific DL protocol. The maintenance functions for the link interface hardware are also included in the protocol blocks.

COMMON ROUTINES

A. Timing

6.08 A 20-millisecond software clock is maintained for timing. The clock has a 16-bit output and a single client delayed entry is provided.

B. Input

6.09 All incoming data from the ESS is read from the input FIFO buffer and sorted in three categories—data, parameters, and maintenance orders. The data is destined to be sent on a DL. Data is not addressed to a specific link number; it is marked with a destination number specifying a buffer in the PUC/DL read-write memory. One destination buffer exists for each remote terminal. The association of a destination buffer and a single data link is specified in a parameter. Switching between redundant links can be requested through a maintenance order. The switching can occur during communication without loss of data.

6.10 Incoming data is placed in the destination buffer requested in the data heading (first) word. This buffer is managed as a linked list. See Fig. 18. Each new message is added to the end of the list. The buffer is circular, thus the physical end of the address space is of no concern. When the buffer is full, as indicated when the end of the list meets the beginning, the present data message is discarded and an error reported. This action is necessary to prevent one link out of service from jamming all data flow through a PUC/DL. Such a problem would otherwise occur since there is no way to look ahead in the input FIFO buffer other than to read the bottom message and either store or discard it. Cumulative counts are kept of all words unloaded from the FIFO buffer and from the destination buffers. These counts are recorded in the SCAM where they are read and used by the ESS to control the input rates and prevent overflow in normal operation.
Fig. 15—Peripheral Unit Controller—DL Circuit Pack Layout
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Fig. 16—Peripheral Unit Controller/Data Link Block Diagram
Fig. 17—Peripheral Unit Controller/Data Link Firmware Structure Simplified
6.11 The PUC/DL operation is defined by parameter input messages. Most parameters are sent when the unit is brought on-line. Receipt of a parameter causes a table entry to be initialized or changed and an audit request generated. The audit routine will be run at the next opportunity. It alters the internal data structures to agree with the new parameter. Parameters specify things such as the number and length of destination buffers, the number, length, and location of data output buffers in the SCAM, or the destination and protocol type of each DL.

6.12 The PUC maintenance orders are split off immediately. These are processed by the controller maintenance programs and are of no concern to the application firmware. Application maintenance orders are what remain. They initiate functions such as bringing a DL on-line, clearing an error count, or switching between redundant DLs to the same destination.

C. Audits

6.13 The main purpose of audits is to build and initialize data structures in the read/write memory. The input for all audits comes from the parameter table. The output is pointers which delimit data buffers. The audit routines are a run-time memory allocation facility. They provide space for destination buffers and scratch blocks when these areas are requested by parameter inputs. The entire sequence of audits are run whenever parameters are changed. Otherwise, they are a low priority background task providing recovery from errors.
PROTOCOL BLOCK ROUTINES

6.14 The duties of a protocol block are to take data from a destination buffer and send it over a data link and to take data from the link and record it in the SCAM. The protocol block includes whatever routines are necessary to implement a protocol handshake and a transfer of communication to a standby link without loss of data. The diagnostic programs for the LIU are considered part of a protocol block although they may be shared between protocols using the same DL interface hardware.

A. Communicate

6.15 The first action is to empty the LIU receiver FIFO buffer. If the resulting words complete a data link frame, a reply is assembled and sent. There is a separate receive subroutine for each of the seven data frame types. These carry out the actions pertinent to that message and reply by selecting the appropriate send subroutine. There are send subroutines for all frame types except “receiver not ready.” This response is never required since it is assumed that the ESS input routine will never let the SCAM buffers overflow; thus the PUC/DL is always ready for another message. The SCAM buffers are circular. Each is provided with a load pointer, updated by the protocol routines, when a data frame is received error-free. The pointer specifies where the ESS input routine is to stop reading.

6.16 Data is transmitted when two conditions are met. There must be room for an entire data frame in the LIU send FIFO buffer and the destination buffer associated with this link must have data ready to send. When this is true, one frame will be sent. It will carry a maximum of 16 data bytes.

B. Handshake

6.17 The handshake function is called whenever an order is processed to make a link active. The protocol block subroutine is selected by reference to the protocol parameter for the link specified in the maintenance message. The handshake routine resets all protocol variables and attempts to initialize communication by sending a set asynchronous response mode data link frame. If the handshake is successfully answered, a link-restored message is returned to the ESS. If the handshake does not complete properly, a protocol impasse report is returned to the ESS. This indicates that either the link or the remote end device is inoperative. A portion of the code which initializes certain variables is called when processing a clear destination buffer maintenance message. This prevents generating confused output if the buffer is cleared when sending is active.

C. Switch Links

6.18 This protocol block is specific to applications using standby links. It comes as a response to a maintenance order requesting a soft (no data loss) switch to a standby link. A switch request is set pending until the data exchange is at a point where the switch can be accomplished with no loss or repetition of data. The protocol routines then alter the link status, setting the present link out of service and making the standby link active.

D. Line Interface Units Diagnostics

6.19 The LIU diagnostics come as time permits near the end of a program cycle. The common routines record the arrival of a diagnostic request application maintenance message. When time is available, the diagnostic is run in segments. There may be any number of segments but each segment must take no longer than 3 milliseconds to complete. Diagnostic routines return a pass/fail report accompanied by two bytes of data. The interpretation of the data varies according to what is being tested. Separate LIU diagnostics are provided to locate a faulty circuit pack and to make an error rate check on a DL. Diagnostics are run only on inactive links.

PROGRAM TIME SEQUENCE

6.20 All application firmware activities are based on a 20-millisecond main program cycle (Fig. 19). This cycle time is enforced by a hardware timer. At the beginning of the cycle this timer is initialized and set running. Twenty milliseconds later the timer generates an interrupt, bringing control back to the start of the cycle and causing the sequence to repeat. If all goes well, all tasks scheduled will be completed and the processor will have halted (the wait state) when the timer interrupt occurs. If it is found still running, an error has presumably occurred placing the routine in a long or unending loop. In such an event, the next cycle is dedicated to running audits, which hopefully will remedy the difficulty. These actions occupy the initialize cycle block in the diagram.
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Fig. 19—Peripheral Unit Controller/Data Link Main Program Cycle
6.21 The main program itself is mostly a series of subroutine calls. After initialization, the next routine called unloads the ESS input FIFO buffer. The input words are read and sorted. Data words are deposited in destination buffers. Application maintenance orders involving little processing are executed at once. Others are recorded for attention later in the cycle. Parameters are written into the parameter table. When a parameter is received, the audit cycle is restored to the beginning and audits are increased in priority. The PUC maintenance orders are sorted by priority. High priority orders are executed as they are received with a call to a PUC maintenance program. Low priority orders are stored. They will be executed when time permits at the end of the cycle. As words are removed from the FIFO buffer, the unload word count is advanced. This is a word in the SCAM needed by the ESS output programs to keep record of empty words and prevent overflowing the FIFO buffer. Unloading terminates when the FIFO buffer is found empty or after 10 milliseconds have been spent in this task.

6.22 Control then passes to the DL service routine whose responsibility is to locate the active DL and run the communicate section of their corresponding protocol blocks. The active indicator is a bit in the parameter table. This table is searched in numerical sequence. When an active link is found, its protocol number is retrieved and control is given to the specified protocol block. When its activity completes, the search is resumed, finding the next active link. Data link service terminates when 16 links have been serviced or if less than 5 milliseconds remain in the program cycle. This implies that a protocol block communicate entry must always complete in less than 5 milliseconds. When DL service is resumed in the next program cycle, the search for active links will start where it left off. Thus, high-numbered links will not receive nonuniformly degraded service as the communication load increases.

6.23 The next action will not usually occur. A delayed error report is sent only in cases where an error report was suppressed because the SCAM maintenance output buffer was full when the report was generated.

6.24 When DL service has completed, the hardware clock is read. If less than 3 milliseconds remain in the present cycle, no more tasks are entered and the processor is halted. If enough time remains, maintenance routines are run. This service alternates between PUC maintenance and application maintenance. If the cycle number, as read from the software clock is even, control is given to the PUC maintenance routines. If a low priority PUC maintenance order has been received, it is executed at this time. Otherwise, background diagnostics are called. When the cycle count is odd, application maintenance runs. This task is either an audit segment or executing a deferred application maintenance order. If a parameter has been received since a complete cycle of audit segments has run, the next audit segment receives control, regardless of pending maintenance orders. If this is not the case, the choice is between a deferred order and an audit segment. If a deferred order exists, it is executed. This could be a request to make a DL active or an LIU diagnostic request. Either results in a call to a protocol block routine. When no such order is waiting, the application maintenance time is given to the next audit segment.

6.25 After completing PUC or application maintenance routines, the cycle is terminated. An indicator is set marking that the cycle was successfully completed. The processor then halts. When the 20-millisecond hardware timer expires, a new cycle will begin.

**INPUT FORMAT**

6.26 All application input to the PUC/DL enters through the input FIFO buffer. This first in-first out buffer is 256 words deep. It is completely a hardware function, providing time buffering of messages which is invisible to both the ESS and the PUC/DL software. Input to the FIFO buffer comes from the FUAB in short binary format. This supplies 23 bits of data plus one parity bit. The PUC/DL firmware interprets each such word as three 8-bit bytes. The application firmware recognizes the byte boundaries as delimiting message data fields (Fig. 20).

6.27 The first sort is on the basis of the leftmost byte of the input heading control field (Fig. 21). If the parity is incorrect (it should be odd), the word is discarded and an error report returned to the ESS. The next separation is governed by the maintenance/data bit. Data messages have a zero in this position.

**A. Data Messages**

6.28 A data message must begin with a heading, a word with only the application bit in the left
byte set. Any word with zero in the maintenance bit and one or more nonzero data bits in the left byte will be interpreted as a data message heading (Fig. 22). The middle field of the heading contains the destination number. This specifies the transmit (destination) buffer where the words following will be stored. The heading is interpreted by the PUC/DL and discarded. It is never put in a destination buffer and therefore will not appear in a DL message. The right (low order) byte of the data message heading contains a word count. This is for error checking and must include the heading. This is a count of 24-bit ESS words written into the FIFO buffer. It is not a data link byte count. A data message having an incorrect word count will be discarded and an error reported.

6.29 The data words following the heading are identified by all data bits zero in the left byte. The low order two bytes will be placed in the destination buffer. They may be transparent data or protocol level control, depending on the protocol being used.

8. Maintenance Messages

6.30 A one in the maintenance bit marks a nondata message (Fig. 21). Such an item is always a one-word unit, never accompanied by data words. The next division in the category of maintenance messages separates application and PUC orders. This is sorted bit 22, which is one for application maintenance orders.

6.31 Application maintenance messages perform a variety of functions. All orders to activate and reconfigure data links are of this type, as are the messages which present and update parameters. Each application maintenance message is discussed in detail in the following sections.

OUTPUT FORMAT

6.32 Output of all data and control information is passed through the SCAM from the PUC/DL to the ESS. Output is of three types, incoming DL messages, error and status reports, and special indi-
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Fig. 21—Input Heading Control Field

A. Incoming Data from Data Links

6.33 Incoming data is deposited in per-destination circular buffers in the SCAM. The length and position of these output buffers are specified in a parameter. There are certain restrictions placed on these values by the readout algorithm used in the ESS. Each data output buffer is provided with a load pointer, also located in the SCAM. This points to the location where the next word (as yet unreceived) is to be written. The output buffer unload pointer exists solely within the ESS. It is expected that the unload routine will always be able to keep up with the PUC/DL and never allow overwriting to occur.

B. Maintenance Messages

6.34 Maintenance messages are all communication that does not originate at the far end of a DL. They are delivered in the general reply buffer, located in a different part of the SCAM. Maintenance messages are error reports and parameter acknowledgments. They are considered to be of lower urgency than incoming data. Thus the general reply buffer is provided with both a load and an unload pointer, both recorded in a dedicated word in SCAM. Maintenance messages are sent only when there is space available in the buffer. If one or more reports have been suppressed because the buffer was full, a message to this effect will be sent when buffer space becomes free. The identity of the original reports is lost.

C. Special Indicators

6.35 Several examples of the special indicator output type have just been mentioned. They are the data output buffer load pointers (arrayed in a table) and the general reply buffer load and unload pointers (combined in the general buffer control word). Other special words in the SCAM are the FIFO buffer unload count and the table of destination buffer unload counts. These are used to determine how many words are available in the input FIFO buffer and in each destination buffer. A special word is provided to indicate when a DL switch is in progress. This is necessary because only one link switch can be performed at a time.

PARAMETERS

6.36 Parameters are application maintenance messages bringing items of data to the PUC/DL as the controller is being brought into service. Their purpose is to tailor the PUC/DL memory allocation to the needs of the DL applications which it serves and to specify the characteristics of the individual DLs. Items such as the length of a transmit buffer or the type of protocol to be used on link number three are typical parameters.

6.37 All parameters are in the form of single word messages which communicate one byte of parameter information. The remaining two bytes of the input word are needed to distinguish the parameter from other types of messages and to specify which parameter is being communicated. The present layout of the parameter address space will accommodate
a total of 256 parameters. These parameters are subdivided into four categories. They are: general parameters, destination parameters, data link basic parameters, and data link protocol parameters. Figure 24 outlines the data fields in a typical parameter.

A. General Parameters

6.38 The general parameters give information which is applicable to the operation of the entire PUC/DL. It is not specific to a particular DL, protocol, or destination. There are three general parameters. They are associated with the amount of RAM used, audit messages, and error messages.

6.39 A single data byte gives the number of 4000 word units of RAM installed in the PUC/DL. It can range from 1 to 12. When the PUC/DL is reset, this parameter will acquire the default value of 1, indicating that a minimum configuration exists.

When more memory than this is installed and is to be used, this parameter must be updated before the parameters which cause memory to be allocated for the destination buffers. Failure to do this may result in a memory overflow failure message and cause the PUC/DL to drop all the destination buffers in excess of the memory limit. Setting the amount of memory to more than is actually present can prevent the PUC/DL from ever attaining a working configuration.

6.40 The parameter pertaining to audit messages can have the significant values of zero or not zero. If it is zero, all parameter responses and audit failure reports are suppressed. Otherwise, these messages are sent via the general reply buffer. The state of the audit message parameter can be changed at any time.
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Fig. 24—Structure of Peripheral Unit Controller/Data Link Application Parameter
6.41 The error message parameter consists of two bytes interpreted as a bit table in which each link is represented by the correspondingly numbered bit. If the bit is a zero, a link error message is repeated several times a second to assure its recognition by the ESS input program. This repetition is suppressed if the bit is set to a one. The original instance of the error report is not affected. This parameter can be changed at any time. The expected response to a repeated error report is setting the relevant bit in this parameter to a one. It must remain set for at least one complete audit cycle. Memory of the original error will then be erased and the parameter bit can be cleared. No reports will occur until the next error event.

B. Destination Parameters

6.42 The destination parameters contain information related to input and output data buffers. There are three such parameters, all controlling the allocation of the PUC/DL RAM. The destination parameters are supplied on a per destination basis, there being at most 16 sets of destination parameters. Each set contains: destination buffer length, scratch block length, and SCAM buffer length.

6.43 The destination buffer length parameter is a two byte parameter and requires two separate send operations to communicate it to the PUC/DL. It is an integer value which specifies the length (in bytes) of the send buffer to be allocated to the destination number given in the address field of the parameter (byte 2).

6.44 The SCAM buffer allocation parameter provides an output buffer for the destination specified in the address field. This parameter consists of one byte containing three 2-bit items. These items are the scanner number where the buffer is to be located, the start address of the buffer, and the length of the buffer.

6.45 The scratch block allocation parameter provides per-link areas of RAM dedicated to use protocol routines. A nonzero value in this parameter causes a block of this number of bytes to be set aside. Begin and end pointers for the scratch area are entered in the control area of the destination buffer. A scratch block parameter is entered only when the DL protocol to be used requires such an area.

C. Data Link Basic Parameters

6.46 This category of parameter is used to specify information applicable to individual DLs but not dependent on the type of protocol to be used on that link. There are two defined parameters of this type: the protocol number and the destination number.

6.47 The protocol number parameter consists of a single byte and must be specified for each link before that link can become active. This byte contains a number telling the PUC/DL which type of DL protocol is to be used.

6.48 The destination number parameter is a single byte that states which destination buffer is to use the addressed DL.

D. Data Link Protocol Parameters

6.49 The DL protocol parameters are not interpreted at all by the parameter input routines. They are regarded as data to be entered in the protocol parameter table allocated for the DLs specified in the parameter send. The data in these tables has meaning only to the protocol block routines. Thus the purpose of each of the parameters of this type depends on the protocol assigned to each DL.

6.50 The maximum frames parameter specifies how many information frames can be outstanding before an acknowledgment is demanded from the far-end device. This parameter is sent as one byte.

6.51 The maximum retries parameter is a single byte which specifies how many attempts the PUC/DL will make to reinitialize communication after a message has been lost or mutilated. If this number of retries fails, a DL impasse error report is sent to the ESS. The initialization attempts continue until a message is received to deactivate the DL.

6.52 The timeout parameter consists of two bytes and is presented in two separate sends. This parameter determines how long the PUC will wait for a response from the far-end device before concluding that the response is not forthcoming. This time is in 20 millisecond units.

6.53 There are two error count parameters associated with the leaky bucket error rate mea-
measurement. Each is two-byte value having two independent addresses. The threshold is the value of the accumulated count which will generate an error report. The increment is the amount by which the count is increased whenever an error is detected. The accumulated count is decremented whenever a transmission is successful.

E. Parameter Table

6.54 The operational parameters for the PUC/DL are stored in a visible parameter table to facilitate auditing by the ESS. This table consists of the entire contents of SCAMs 6 and 7. To locate a particular parameter, use the value of bits 8 through 15 in the word that would be sent to the PUC/DL to specify that parameter. This number is the byte offset from the beginning of SCAM 6. To access the table, a row address must be supplied. That address is the above value shifted right one position, with rows bigger than 63 being interpreted as in memory 7 and reduced by 64. The contents of the table entries are the lower byte of the parameter exactly as it was presented by the ESS when its value was last changed. Derived parameter values will also appear in the table. These are quantities such as the destination number of a DL when it was presented in a reconfiguration instruction.

7. REFERENCES

7.01 The following documents provide further information in related areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCUMENT</th>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>231-115-501</td>
<td>Office Alarms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231-037-021</td>
<td>DCT Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231-090-154</td>
<td>ETS Feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231-090-152</td>
<td>DCT Feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231-090-062</td>
<td>PUC/DL Feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231-090-153</td>
<td>RSS Feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231-037-022</td>
<td>RSS Interface and Maintenance Considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231-105-302</td>
<td>Procedures for Taking Equipment Out of Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. ABBREVIATIONS

8.01 The following abbreviations are used in this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCUMENT</th>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASM</td>
<td>Auxiliary Scan Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW</td>
<td>All Seems Well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BWM</td>
<td>Broadcast Warning Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Central Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCIS</td>
<td>Common Channel Interoffice Signaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCU</td>
<td>Combined Channel Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Central Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPD</td>
<td>Central Pulse Distributor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Controller Processor Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>Digital Carrier Trunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCU</td>
<td>Digroup Controller Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIF</td>
<td>Data Input FIFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFC</td>
<td>Data Input FIFO Controller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DL  Data Link
DMA  Direct Memory Access
DR   Digroup Register
EPROM Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
ESS  Electronic Switching System
ETS  Electronic Tandem Switching
FIFO First In First Out
HCM  Hardcore Matcher
I/O  Input/Output
IOD  Input-Output Decoder
IOM  Input-Output Matcher
LIU  Line Interface Unit
MEN  Mode and Enable
POB  Peripheral Order Buffer
PROMUS  Prompt Remotely Operated Memory Update System
PSR  Pulsing State Register
PUAB Peripheral Unit Address Bus
PUC  Peripheral Unit Controller
PUP  Peripheral Unit Parity
PUP  Peripheral Unit Parity
RAM  Random Access Memory
ROM  Read Only Memory
SCAB  Scanner Answer Bus
SCAM  Scanner Answer Memory
SCAMC  Scanner Answer Memory Controller
SCANS  Software Change Administration And Notification System
SP   Signal Processor
TOP  Task Oriented Practice
TR   Trunk Register
TTY  Teletypewriter
UTS  Universal Trunk Scanner.